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CLK350 Coupe.



The most beautiful moments lie before you.
Life is made up of a series of moments. And each of these moments
deserves to be enjoyed to the utmost. With this sentiment in mind, 
we created the CLK-Class. It was also reason enough for us to develop
both the CLK-Coupe and the CLK-Cabriolet - two Mercedes-Benz vehicles
that are not only good-looking, but thanks to the 6 and 8-cylinder engines,
are highly dynamic and powerful. Step into the CLK-Class now. It’s a
moment you won’t soon forget.
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CLK350 Cabriolet shown with optional PARKTRONIC and dealer accessory wheels.
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Could time pass any more beautifully?
The B-pillar separates the front and rear side windows. But what do 
you get if you leave out the B-pillar? You get one of the most attractive
coupes ever built. The absence of the B-pillar means that the view from
the car is unobstructed, unfettered, and frankly, unbelievable. So you
can see the world in all its pillar-less beauty. What’s more, envious
outsiders can admire the interior of the CLK that much more easily.
Brace yourself. People will stare.

You need not worry about strength, either. Mercedes-Benz engineers
have created a super-strong roof structure. In short, you are protected
from above.

The CLK–Class. Expect to be admired.



CLK350 Coupe.



CLK350 Cabriolet shown with optional PARKTRONIC and dealer accessory wheels.



Find strength in character.
The bold exterior design of the CLK-Class is not only impressive, it’s
intimidating. It’s not only attractive, it’s arresting. With its formidable lines,
sleek aluminium trim, tinted windows, and distinct radiator grille, you’d be
hard-pressed to find a more exceptional balance of power and grace. Take
the CLK-Class out for a spin, and take comfort knowing you’re exuding a
presence that is absolutely second to none.

DESIGN | Exterior design | 7



CLK350 Cabriolet shown with optional PARKTRONIC and dealer accessory wheels.



The difference between 
+20 and –16 °C: 25 millimetres.
Not only is the CLK-Cabriolet’s soft-top a wonderful extension of the 
CLK-Class’ appealing design, it also possesses outstanding soundproofing
and heat insulating properties. The fabric roof is only 2.5 cm thick, but
its three-layer construction ensures an enjoyable ride even when the
weather chooses not to co-operate. The fully electric soft-top closes quickly
and easily, in around 20 seconds. The spacious trunk of the CLK is large
enough for your luggage whether the soft-top is open or closed. 

DESIGN | Soft-top | 9
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Comfort appeals to all the senses.
The elegance of the CLK-Class continues on through from the exterior 
to the interior of the car. Clear lines and exquisite design dominate.
Whether you’re the driver or passenger, you’re surrounded by splendid
style and modern luxury.

Functionality is an equally high priority, as your first glance of the
instrument panel will immediately confirm. All the key information is
intuitively laid out directly in the driver’s field of vision. 



CLK550.



CLK550.



Well designed for your well being.
Electronically adjustable front seats raise the comfort level up another
notch, while the memory function brings them automatically into a pre-set
position. The seat controls are arranged ergonomically in the door paneling.

The CLK-Class is fitted with standard belt feeders that bring the seat 
belts closer to the driver and front passenger as soon as the ignition is
switched on, ensuring your journey is an enjoyable experience even
before it has begun. Travel to any extreme in luxurious comfort with the
optional front climate comfort seats, which give the seats themselves both
air- conditioning and heat control. The rear passengers benefit from a
comparable sense of luxury, with the EASY-ENTRY system. This allows
even adults to gain easy access to the rear seats. The front seat backrests
fold forward and the whole seat then slides towards the dashboard.

DESIGN | Interior design | 13



An indescribable feeling 
comes from undeniable power.
The CLK-Class triggers emotions that are hard to ignore. Such as 
the feeling that comes when the engines are really allowed to stretch
their legs. Their pulling power is impressive to say the least and their
exemplary smoothness is matched by impressive fuel economy and low
pollutant emissions. Hold tight as you experience the 268 hp the 
CLK350 is capable of delivering. 

Topping the CLK-Class line are the 8-cylinder high-performance 
power plants. The new CLK550’s 382 hp engine has potential that is 
just begging to be tapped into any on-road situation. For particularly
sporty moments, we recommend the new CLK63 AMG with 475 hp. 

Only when maximum torque is available over a wide engine speed
range can sufficient power be available at both low and high speeds.
CLK350 models put 258 lb -ft of torque at the driver’s disposal from
2,400–5,000 rpm. CLK550 models deliver breathtaking performance
with 382 hp and a maximum torque of 391 lb-ft at 2,800- 4,800 rpm,
while the CLK63 AMG tops those figures with 475 hp and 465 lb-ft
torque at 5,000 rpm.

14 | DYNAMICS | Engines 





CLK550 Coupe shown with optional PARKTRONIC.



The first automatic transmission 
with seven gears. 
The CLK-Class is fitted with the 7G -TRONIC 7-speed automatic
transmission. The shorter gearings possible with the 7G-TRONIC means
you’re always in the best gear for the situation at hand. This cuts fuel
consumption, optimizes acceleration, and ensures smooth gear changes.
Add to that the ability to skip multiple gears when downshifting, which
significantly improves performance. For an even more sporty experience,
you can operate the 7G-TRONIC using steering-wheel shift paddles.1 The
two shift paddles are positioned on either side behind the steering wheel,
allowing for fast upshifts and downshifts. Such placement and operation
opens the door to a new level of driving pleasure. Plus, if you keep the
downshift paddle pressed, the transmission will switch automatically to
the gear which offers the best acceleration. 

DYNAMICS | Transmission | 17

1Available only on CLK550 models and CLK63 AMG.
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You’ll want to spend all day driving 
the long and winding road. 
And likely all night, too.
Driving enjoyment in the CLK-Class comes courtesy of DIRECT CONTROL, 
a technology package that ensures the suspension, transmission and steering
will act in harmony. The result is amazingly agile handling and an ultimately
dynamic driving sensation. Safety features include the Electronic Stability
Program (ESP®), which helps stabilize your vehicle in critical situations. For
enhanced safety when cornering in the dark, your CLK-Class is equipped with
active Bi-Xenon headlamps1 with the integral active light function. When set to
low-beam, the headlamps follow the driver’s steering movements and can
enhance illumination of the road on bends by up to 90%. The active light
function also incorporates the cornering light function, which automatically
activates the foglamp on the inside of a sharp bend at speeds of up to 30 km/h.

The CLK-Cabriolet comes with head/thorax air bags, which can improve safety
in lateral collisions. These air bags are fitted in the outer edges of the front seat
backrests and inflate to cover part of the door paneling and closed side window.
If a collision exceeds a certain severity, they are deployed on the side of the car
exposed to the impact. The automatic rollover bars are another reassuring
safety feature built into the CLK-Cabriolet. If the car is in danger of turning
over, the rollover bars integrated into the rear head restraints can be deployed
in a split-second.

1Optional as part of the Bi-Xenon Headlamps Package on CLK350 models.



CLK350 Coupe shown with Active Bi -Xenon headlamps.



CLK63 AMG Cabriolet.



High performance in three letters: AMG.
With its AMG 6.3-litre V-8 engine producing 475 hp and 465 lb-ft of
torque, the CLK63 AMG Cabriolet has the heart of a champion athlete.
This high-performance model also comes with dynamic AMG body
styling, including front and rear apron and side skirts, plus an AMG
spoiler lip on the trunk lid. A sport exhaust with two tailpipes, and the
exclusive 18" 5-spoke AMG light-alloy wheels complete the picture. Inside
the car, the driver is greeted by fine Nappa leather appointments, AMG
sport seats, the ergonomic AMG sport steering wheel with shift paddles,
the AMG instrument cluster with RACETIMER and AMG aluminium trim.

PERFORMANCE | AMG | 21



CLK350 Cabriolet shown with dealer accessory wheels.
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Make your driving experience 
as individual as your signature.
When it comes to creating very special interior and exterior features, 
the designo team is unbeatable. Whether you’re looking to turn your 
CLK-Class into an exquisite overall work of art, or you’d simply like to
add the odd highlight, your taste is our command.

Our designo team can offer a wide variety of exclusive paint finishes 
and fine leather for your CLK-Class. Exquisite trim elements like designo
Black Piano lacquer or designo Natural Oak grain with a silky matte finish
will also help make your CLK-Class truly stand out. One particularly
alluring example of the options on offer is the gearshift in leather/designo
wood. In the coupe, the optional designo Alcantara roof liner is available
in Anthracite, Pebble Beige or Alpaca Grey, which gives the CLK-Class a
very special finishing touch.



CLK350 shown with designo interior.



NON-METALLIC PAINTS METALLIC PAINTS (OPTIONAL)

040 Black

590 Mars Red

189 Black Opal

197 Obsidian Black

357 Cadet Blue

723 Pewter

747 Granite Grey

762 Diamond Silver

359 Capri Blue

650 Calcite White

775 Iridium Silver

541 Storm Red

26 | COLOURS AND MATERIALS | Combination options 

NON-METALLIC PAINTS

Black • • • • • • • • •
Mars Red • ° - • ° ° - • -
Calcite White • ° • • ° ° • • •
METALIC PAINT

Black Opal • • • • ° • • • •
Obsidian Black • • • • • • • • •
Cadet Blue • ° • • - ° • • •
Capri Blue ° • • ° ° • • ° •
Storm Red • • • • ° • • • •
Pewter • ° ° • - ° ° • °
Granite Grey • - • • - - • • •
Diamond Silver • ° ° • - ° ° • °
Iridium Silver • - • • ° - • • •
•Recommended ° Possible - Not recommended
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731 Burl Walnut

TRIM ELEMENTS SOFT-TOP FABRICS

740 Black

744 Blue

749 Grey

801 Black

805 Pebble Beige

808 Basalt Grey

NAPPA LEATHER WITH
NUBUCK INSERTS1

811 Black

814 Cappuccino Brown 818 Basalt Grey

815 Pebble Beige

811 Black

LEATHER LEATHER (SPORT)

818 Basalt Grey

736 Dark Ash

739 Aluminium

1Available on CLK63 AMG only.
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DYNAMICS 

7G-TRONIC automatic transmission • • • • •
Speed sensitive steering • • • • •
Steering wheel shift paddles - • - • •
TRACTION/STABILITY

Brake Assist System (BAS) • • • • •
DIRECT CONTROL suspension and power steering • • • • •with safety steering column

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)
• • • • •including ABS and ASR 

EXTERIOR 

17" aluminium-alloy wheels • - • - -
17" AMG 5-spoke light-alloy wheels - • - • -
18" AMG 5-spoke light-alloy wheels - - - - •
Active Bi-Xenon headlamps with washers 

°1 • °1 • •and cornering lights

Auto dimming mirrors (rearview and driver’s side) • • • • •
Electronically adjustable heated exterior mirrors • • • • •with turn signal indicators

Headlamp washers °1 • °1 • •
Heated windshield washer system • • • • •with rain-sensing windshield wipers

SmartKey remote with panic button • • • • •
Tinted glass • • • • •
•Standard ° Optional - Not available

AUDIO /COMMUNICATION 

CD player with AM/FM/weatherband radio • • • • •
COMAND APS with navigation ° ° ° ° •
INTERIOR 

10-way power adjustable front seats with • • • • •power steering column and 3-position memory

Climate Comfort front seats ° ° ° ° °
Entrance lighting • • • • •
Heated front seats • • • • •
Illuminated visor vanity mirrors • • • • •
Integrated garage door opener • • • • •
KEYLESS-GO ° ° ° ° °
Leather/Burl Walnut steering wheel2

° - ° - -
Leather covered steering wheel • • • • •& shift knob

Leather upholstery • • • • •
Multicontour driver’s seat ° ° ° ° -
PARKTRONIC ° ° ° ° •
Power-tilt /sliding glass sunroof • • - - -
Power windows with one-touch express • • • • •up and down

Rear window sunshade ° ° - - -
Residual heat recirculation • • • • •
Split folding rear seats with pass-through • • - - -

INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT (SELECTION) INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT (SELECTION)
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THERMATIC automatic climate control • - • - -
THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control - • - • •
Wood trim ° • ° • •
SAFETY 

Anti-theft alarm system • • • • •
Dual-front air bags • • • • •
First-aid kit • • • • •
Head/thorax side air bags • • • • •
ISOFIX child seat mounts • • • • •
Side window air bags • • - - -
Tire pressure loss warning system • • • • •
•Standard ° Optional - Not available

CLK350/CLK550:
harman/kardon® LOGIC7® surround 

° ° ° ° -
sound system with 6-disc CD changer. 
KEYLESS-GO. PARKTRONIC.

Bi-Xenon Headlamps Package:
Active Bi-Xenon headlamps with washers 
and cornering lights. ° • ° • •

Communications Package3:
Cellular telephone prewiring. ° ° ° ° °
TeleAid Emergency Calling System.4

harman /kardon® Sound System Package:
harman/kardon® LOGIC7® surround ° ° ° ° •
sound system with 6-disc CD changer.

Sport Package:
17"10-spoke aluminium-alloy wheels. 
Appearance Package. Cross-drilled ° - ° - -
brake rotors with “Mercedes-Benz” calipers. 
Sport suspension. Studded aluminium pedals. 

•Standard ° Optional - Not available

1Available as part of an option package. 2 Only available with Burl Walnut trim. 3 Only available with
harman/kardon® Sound System Package. 4 Subscription is required for service to be active. TeleAid
operates only where cellular and Global Positioning system coverage is available.

PREMIUM PACKAGES

EQUIPMENT PACKAGES 

INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT (SELECTION)
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Refine and elevate.
Customize every angle of your CLK-Class with genuine Mercedes-Benz
accessories, and drive away in an automobile that’s as unique as you are.
All genuine Mercedes-Benz accessories are designed and manufactured
to the highest standards for design, engineering, quality, form and
function. It’s your chance to further refine and elevate an automobile
that’s already one of a kind.

Roof box
Make your way to the slopes in perfect

comfort while keeping your equipment safely

stowed above you. Strap on your skis and let

the attractive design of the roof box speak 

for itself.

17" “Sadachiba” 5-spoke 
multi-piece light-alloy wheels 
Enjoy added design and extra shine from 

the high-sheen surface of these attractive 

light-alloy wheels. Roll along on four wheels 

of pure style.

iPod® Integration Kit
You’ve spent time carefully filling your iPod®

with the great music you love. Now you can

enjoy every minute of every song as you

cruise in your CLK-Class, courtesy of the

iPod® Integration Kit.

Chrome plate mirror housing
Turn even more heads with the unique

radiance and lustre that comes with the

addition of chrome plated mirror housing.



CLK350 Cabriolet shown with optional PARKTRONIC and dealer accessory wheels.
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1Stated rates of acceleration are based upon the manufacturer’s track results and may vary depending upon model, environmental and road surface conditions, driving style, elevation and vehicle load. 
2 Electronically limited. 3These estimates are based on the Government of Canada’s approved criteria and testing methods. The actual fuel consumption of this vehicle may vary. Refer to the Fuel Consumption
Guide. 4Dimensions shown are for models with standard equipment. 

CLK350 CLK550 CLK350 CLK550 CLK63
Coupe Coupe Cabriolet Cabriolet AMG Cabriolet

Engine type V-6 V-8 V-6 V-8 V-8

Total displacement 3,498-cc 5,462-cc 3,498-cc 5,461-cc 6,208-cc

Net power 268 hp @ 6,000 rpm 382 hp @ 6,000 rpm 268 hp @ 6,000 rpm 382 hp @ 6,000 rpm 475 hp @ 6,800 rpm

Net torque 258 lb-ft 391 lb-ft 258 lb-ft 391 lb-ft 465 lb-ft
@ 2,400-5,000 rpm @ 2,800-4,800 rpm @ 2,400-5,000 rpm @ 2,800-4,800 rpm @ 5,000 rpm

Compression ratio 10.7:1 10.0:1 10.7:1 10.0:1 11.0:1

Acceleration,1 0-100 km/h 6.4 seconds 5.2 seconds 6.7 seconds 5.3 seconds 4.7 seconds

Approximate top speed2 250 km /h 250 km /h 250 km /h 250 km /h 250 km /h

Tires, front 225/45 R 17 225/45 R 17 225/45 R 17 225/45 R 17 225/40 R 18
rear 245/40 R 17 245/40 R 17 245/40 R 17 245/40 R 17 255/35 R 18

Fuel economy,3 city-highway estimate 12.3-7.8 L/100 km 14.3-9.2 L/100 km 12.3-7.8 L/100 km 14.5-9.2 L/100 km 18.4-11.0 L/100 km

Fuel tank capacity 62.0 litres 62.0 litres 62.0 litres 62.0 litres 62.0 litres
(8.0-litre reserve) (8.0-litre reserve) (8.0-litre reserve) (8.0-litre reserve) (8.0-litre reserve)

Fuel requirement Premium unleaded Premium unleaded Premium unleaded Premium unleaded Premium unleaded 
gasoline gasoline gasoline gasoline gasoline

Dimensions4: Wheelbase 105.9 in/2,715 mm 105.9 in/2,715 mm 105.9 in/2,715 mm 105.9 in/2,715 mm 105.9 in/2,715 mm
Overall length 189.2 in/4,652 mm 189.2 in/4,652 mm 189.2 in/4,652 mm 189.2 in/4,652 mm 189.2 in/4,652 mm
Overall height 55.1 in/1,413 mm 55.1 in/1,413 mm 55.1 in/1,413 mm 55.1 in/1,413 mm 55.1 in/1,413 mm
Overall width 77.6 in/1,991 mm 77.6 in/1,991 mm 77.6 in/1,991 mm 77.6 in/1,991 mm 77.6 in/1,991 mm

Track, front 58.2 in/1,493 mm 58.2 in /1,493 mm 58.2 in /1,493 mm 58.2 in /1,493 mm 58.2 in/1,493 mm
rear 57.5 in/1,474 mm 57.5 in/1,474 mm 57.5 in/1,474 mm 57.5 in /1,474 mm 57.5 in/1,474 mm

Coefficient of drag 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.32

Curb weight 3,585 lb/1,625 kg 3,720 lb/1,690 kg 3,845 lb/1,745 kg 3,965 lb/1,800 kg 4,075 lb/1,850 kg

Trunk capacity 10.4 cu ft /294 litres 10.4 cu ft /294 litres 8.6 cu ft /244 litres 8.6 cu ft /244 litres 8.6 cu ft /244 litres
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Mercedes-Benz Customer Care
24-hour Roadside Assistance
During the basic warranty coverage of 48 months and the
time duration of the optional Extended Limited Warranty,
Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance will be at your service.
We’ll bring you some gas, replace a flat tire with your
spare, or jumpstart your car. In the event of a mechanical
breakdown, if attempts by our Roadside Assistance
technician have not made your vehicle safely operable,
towing service will be provided to the nearest 
Mercedes-Benz dealership. Assistance is available 24 hours
a day, every day, to anyone driving a Mercedes-Benz
anywhere in Canada or the continental U.S.1

Wear and tear coverage
For 24 months or 40,000 km (whichever comes first)
many items normally considered “wear and tear,”
such as light bulbs, brake pads and discs, are covered. 
If necessary, an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer will
replace these parts at no charge to you.

Customer service 
Owning a Mercedes-Benz means that when you have 
a question, we’re here to help. Customer Service is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday, and 
is staffed with knowledgeable Mercedes-Benz people 
who can talk you through the finer points of working 
your car’s audio system — or even assist you in locating 
the nearest Mercedes-Benz dealership. Just call 
1-800-387- 0100. It’s that simple.

Mercedes-Benz warranties
The Mercedes-Benz New Car Limited Warranty covers
defects in materials or workmanship for 48 months or
80,000 km, whichever occurs first. To widen your window
of confidence, you can opt for a Mercedes-Benz Extended
Limited Warranty as well.2

Trip interruption reimbursement
If a breakdown covered by your New Car Limited Warranty
occurs more than 80 km from your home, leaves your
Mercedes-Benz vehicle inoperable or unsafe to drive, 
and requires overnight repairs, we’ve got you covered. 
You will be reimbursed up to $500 for hotel accommodations
and up to $600 for alternate travel expenses per incident
while your car is being repaired at an authorized
Mercedes-Benz dealership.

1Vehicle must be accessible from main roads. Roadside Assistance may involve charges for parts, service and towing. Depending on the circumstances, these services may be provided by an outside service provider,
courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance. For full details of the Roadside Assistance Program, please see your dealer. 2Please see your dealer for warranty details as well as for terms, conditions and pricing
for extended warranty options. 

Log on to learn more
mercedes-benz.ca
Looking for more Mercedes-Benz information?
Visit mercedes-benz.ca to open an online window
to Mercedes-Benz Canada. Get information about
any model, including financing and leasing options,
upcoming vehicles, or purchase Mercedes-Benz
the Collection gifts and personal accessories. Our
website also offers details about the Mercedes-Benz
Extended Limited Warranty, Customer Care, and
the history of Mercedes-Benz.
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